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Redeeming the Atonement: Girardian Theory
Michelle Kailey

Traditional theories of atonement, which seek to interpret how the death
VM 1LZ\Z VU [OL JYVZZ HMMLJ[Z ZHS]H[PVU WVZL ZPNUPÄJHU[ WYVISLTZ PU [OL SP]LZ VM
women in abusive situations. A theology of the atonement brings with it messages
that glorify suffering as redemptive, while at the same time painting God as the
author of human violence. As feminist theologian Mary Daly points out, “The
qualities that Christianity idealizes especially for women are also those of the
]PJ[PT! ZHJYPÄJPHS SV]L WHZZP]L HJJLW[HUJL VM Z\MMLYPUN O\TPSP[` TLLRULZZ
etc. Since these are the qualities idealized in Jesus ‘who died for our sins’ his
functioning as a model reinforces the scapegoat syndrome for women.”62 And,
when those messages migrate to the center of Christianity itself, it is no wonder
that the rate of domestic violence is just as high, if not higher, in the church than
in secular society. However, the consequences of a theology of the cross are not
all negative. In fact, many people, women included, have found the cross to be
a source of great encouragement to them. Rebecca Parker writes of the members
of her church, “I knew that for some [the cross] was the core Christian message.
It told them they were loved, forgiven, and freed.”63 The message of the cross is
quite a paradox. Solace for some, suffering for others – what, then, are we to do
with the cross?
My proposition is that we search for an atonement theory that is both biblical
and nonviolent – one that proclaims the saving power of Jesus while at the same
time denouncing the redemptive value of suffering. French scholar René Girard has
proposed a theory that has the potential to meet those two requirements. However,
Girard’s perception of the atonement will be quite incomprehensible without an
understanding of the view he holds about the origin of religion and society. Girard
PZ KLÄUP[LS` VM [OL VWPUPVU [OH[ ¸6UL JHUUV[ JSLHYS` HUK JVU]PUJPUNS` L_WSHPU
the reconciliation of God and humanity if one does not understand humanity.”64
Therefore, before we can begin to analyze his atonement theory on the basis of
Mary Daly. )L`VUK.VK[OL-H[OLY. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1973), 77
Rita Brock and Rebecca Parker. Proverbs of Ashes: Violence, Redemptive Suffering, and the Search for What Saves Us. (Boston:
Beacon Press, 2001), 29
64
Charles Bellinger. ;OL.LULHSVN`VM=PVSLUJL!9LÅLJ[PVUZVU*YLH[PVU-YLLKVTHUK,]PS. (New York: Oxford University Press,
2001), 142
62
63
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IPISPJHS[Y\[OHUK[OLL_WLYPLUJLZVMIH[[LYLK^VTLU^LT\Z[ÄYZ[ILJVTLÅ\LU[
in Girardian thought regarding the four parts of society formation: mimetic desire,
TPTL[PJYP]HSY`ZJHWLNVH[PUNZHJYPÄJLHUKZJHWLNVH[PUNT`[O
I. Girardian Theory
Mimetic Desire
René Girard began his studies by examining the history of culture and society.
It is from this concentration in the formation and customs of people groups that
Girard began to develop his theory of mimetic desire at the root of religion and
society. Based on the premise that humans are “continuously subject to blind
passions,”65 Girard has rejected Rousseau’s ideas of societal formation which say
that the state is organized according to social contract and private property. For
Girard, man is not fundamentally reasonable and autonomous; rather, mankind
desires based on imitation of the other. It is this imitation, or mimesis, that forms
human interactions. According to Cheryl Kirk-Duggan, “We learn everything from
our alphabet to standards of acceptable behavior by mimicking someone else. We
imitate; thus we engage in mimesis.”66
An illustration will prove useful in understanding the extent that humans
partake in mimetic action:
No biological drive could be more basic than self preservation, and yet human
infants supplied with all the necessities of life but deprived of emotive interactions
with adults sicken and die at catastrophic rates. It appears we cannot even learn
to love ourselves without a subjective model, without another whose affection
directed at us we can imitate and make our own….Beyond a rudimentary set of
intrinsic drives like hunger, thirst, and sex, we learn to desire what we infer other
UV[HISLPUKP]PK\HSZPUV\YJPYJSLÄUKKLZPYHISL67
From the very beginning, humans desire what they infer they should desire. As
Michael Kirwan puts it, “The fact is, people do not know what they want – therefore
they imitate the desire of others.”68 The advertisement industry has capitalized on
this methodology. Just look at television commercials as an example. The ads
show viewers that other people want to own a Buick or those other kids want to
have a Happy Meal. The companies want viewers to think that if other people
want one, maybe I should want that too. This is effective advertising because
Raymund Schwager. 4\Z[;OLYL)L:JHWLNVH[Z&=PVSLUJLHUK9LKLTW[PVUPU[OL)PISL.( New York: Crossroad, 2000), 2
Cheryl Kirk-Duggan. 4PZILNV[[LU(UN\PZO!(;OLVSVN`VM,[OPJZHUK=PVSLUJL. (Saint Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 2001), 29
67
Mark Heim. :H]LK-YVT:HJYPÄJL. (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2006), 41
68
Michael Kirwan. Discovering Girard. (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 2004), 19
65
66
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human nature is intrinsically imitative.
Girard further explains that imitative desire is triangular. The subject wants the
same object that the model desires, while at the same time attempting to imitate
the model himself. For example, Chad (the subject) notices that Luke (the model)
wants a promotion (the object) within the company. Therefore, Chad begins to
imitate Luke’s behavior in order to achieve a promotion, which he deduced was
valuable based on Luke’s own
MODEL
desire for it. The desire itself is an
imitation, and in order to acquire
the object, the subject begins to
SUBJECT
mimic the very behaviors of the
OBJECT
model. This is the basis of Girard’s
theory of mimetic desire.
Girard’s model of mimetic desire

Mimetic Rivalry
However, mimesis alone is not necessarily problematic. In fact, mimetic
interaction is often how humans learn and develop. Just as a toddler imitates the
shape and sound coming from her mother’s mouth to learn to speak, so does an
athlete mimic the actions of a star player to perfect her game. The reason that
these acts of imitation are not dangerous is due to the fact that the object is not in
limited quantities. Learning to speak or how to better shoot the basketball are not
ZJHYJP[PLZ0[PZ^OLU[OLVIQLJ[PZPUZOVY[Z\WWS`[OH[JVUÅPJ[HYPZLZ
To continue with the previous example, Chad imitating Luke’s behavior does
UV[SLHK[VPUZ[HU[JVUÅPJ[0UMHJ[3\RLJV\SKL]LUNHPUZH[PZMHJ[PVUMYVTILPUN
seen as the role model, helping to mentor a younger, less-experienced employee
to gain a promotion. However, according to Kirwan, “As soon as the object is
cordoned off from this possibility of shared enjoyment…mimesis will lead to
competition.”69 Luke and Chad cannot both receive the promotion, so what was
once peaceful mimesis turns into mimetic rivalry. The two are competitors, pitted
against the success of the other. Luke attempts to trip Chad up by blocking his
progress up the corporate ladder; Chad, still focused on imitating his model,
reciprocates the hostile gestures. And so the cycle continues. The competition and
hostility between the two rivals escalates until they both seem to lose sight of the
VYPNPUHSKLZPYLKVIQLJ[0UV[OLY^VYKZ¸(Z[OLYP]HSY`PU[LUZPÄLZ[OLVIQLJ[^PSS
69

Kirwan, 20-21.
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become less important and the rivals become locked into a fascination with each
other in a battle for prestige or recognition.”70
What was once a simple mimetic relationship quickly turned hostile when
the object of desire became scarce or limited. Schwager sums this up nicely by
ZH`PUN¸0TP[H[PUN[OLZ[YP]PUNVMHUV[OLYWLYZVU¯PUL]P[HIS`SLHKZ[VJVUÅPJ[¯
The model immediately becomes a rival.”71 The rivals then become so intent
upon their competition to the point that it no longer has anything to do with the
once desired object that started the rivalry to begin with. Unchecked, this hostile
competition will only continue to escalate to the point of violence.
At this point, hostile gestures are being hurled back and forth between the
TVKLSHUKZ\IQLJ[7LYV\YL_HTWSLVMHUVMÄJLZL[[PUNP[^V\SKUV[ILOHYK[V
PTHNPUL[OLV[OLYTLTILYZVM[OLJVTWHU`WPJRPUNZPKLZPU[OPZÄNO[JOVVZPUN
which coworker to support. Mark Hiem, a theologian who has done much study
of Girardian theory, says this, “a purposeful or accidental injury to one person
calls forth a response in kind from the injured party or the party’s clan or tribe,
which then calls forth in the same turn, until such feuding threatens to consume
society.”72 This may sound extreme, but place this theory in the context of a
stereotypical group of middle school girls. If two of the girls in the group are at
odds with one another due to a mimetic rivalry, the other girls feel obligated to
take sides, to choose one friend over the other. The only way to resolve this largescale crisis is to absolve the problem. However, the tension cannot simply be
forgotten or swept under the rug; the problem will never simply be forgiven and
MVYNV[[LU;OLYP]HSZ^PSSOVSKHNY\KNLVUS`[VYLPUZ[H[L[OLJVUÅPJ[H[[OLUL_[
opportune moment. Someone must take the blame for the rivalry in order for the
JVUÅPJ[[VKPZZVS]L
:JHWLNVH[PUN:HJYPÄJL
0U VYKLY MVY [OL NYV\W VM MYPLUKZ VY [OL JVTWHU` VMÄJL HZ [OL JHZL TH`
be, to stay intact and regain the peace that existed before the rivalry, the entire
JVUÅPJ[ T\Z[ IL WLYJLP]LK HZ [OL JH\ZL VM H [OPYK WHY[` ;OPZ PZ ^OH[ .PYHYK
JHSSZ[OLZJHWLNVH[LMMLJ[/LKLÄULZ[OPZHJ[PVUHZMVSSV^Z!¸[OLZ[YHUNLWYVJLZZ
through which two or more people are reconciled at the expense of a third party
who appears guilty or responsible for whatever ails, disturbs, or frightens the
scapegoaters.”73 It is more than just placing the blame on a third party; it is actually
Kirwan, 42.
Schwager, 46.
72
Heim, 42.
73
René Girard. “Mimesis and Violence: Perspectives in Cultural Criticism.” in James Williams, ed. ;OL .PYHYK 9LHKLr. (New
York: Crossroads, 1996), 12.
70
71
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perceiving another individual or group as responsible for the hostility that has
been brewing. That the third party is guilty of causing the violence is the one thing
that the model and subject, and their respective cohorts of supporters, can agree
upon. They all shift their anger and frustration from each other and direct it toward
the scapegoat. Kirwan explains this well by saying, “this new mimesis of ‘all
against one’ unites rather than divides. It is the reconciliation and sense of unity of
the lynch mobs, as all the violence and hate that they previously directed at one
another are now vented upon a single victim. This victim is the embodiment of
all evil and appears to the mob to be responsible for the crisis.”74 A once divided
group of people has now united in hatred of the scapegoat.
However, while the problem is now focused on an outsider, it has not
been completely absolved. Unless the scapegoat, who is now seen as the epitome
VM HSS WYVISLTZ PZ ZHJYPÄJLK75 the crisis will not be avoided, only postponed.
(SSVM[OLHUNLYOH[YLKHUK]PVSLUJL[OH[PZIVPSPUN\UKLY[OLZ\YMHJLPZÄUHSS`
unleashed. The scapegoat has become a “resolving mechanism, as it prevents the
ZHJYPÄJPUNJVTT\UP[`MYVT[\YUPUNHNHPUZ[P[ZLSM¹76 All of the tension needs to be
funneled somewhere
;OLHJ[VMZHJYPÄJPUN[OLV\[ZPKLYIYPUNZ[OLYP]HSZHUK[OLPYZ\WWVY[LYZIHJR
[VNL[OLY 5V[ VUS` KV [OL` ÄUK YLJVUJPSPH[PVU PU [OLPY ZOHYLK OH[YLK I\[ [OL`
feel peace because their violent urges have found an outlet in being acted out
\WVU[OLZJHWLNVH[;OLYVV[ZVMTPTLZPZJHUZ[PSSILZLLUPU[OPZHJ[VMZHJYPÄJL!
“Everyone in the group imitates everyone else’s desire to kill. The murderous
activity discharges violence against someone who is powerless to resist.”77 The
TPTL[PJOH[YLKHUK]PVSLUJLPZYLZVS]LK^OLU[OLZJHWLNVH[PZZHJYPÄJLK2LSS`
)YV^U+V\NSHZWYV]PKLZHUL_JLSSLU[Z\TTHY`VM[OLHJ[VMZJHWLNVH[PUNZHJYPÄJL
by saying the following: “In order to stem the tide of violence ‘those involved in
this tangle of rivalry turn their frustrated desire against a [single] victim, someone
^OVPZISHTLK^OVPZPKLU[PÄLKHZHUVMMLUKLYJH\ZPUNZJHUKHS»;OPZPUUVJLU[
]PJ[PTPZ[OLU]PVSLU[S`ZHJYPÄJLK[VºX\LSS[OL]PVSLUJL»HUK[VJ\YI[OLYP]HSYV\Z
frenzy of a community.”78>OL[OLYZ\YWYPZPUNVYUV[[OPZTL[OVKVMZHJYPÄJLOHK
real social results. It successfully stemmed the tide of violence that threatens to
ruin a community.
Kirwan, 49.
;OPZJV\SKILHSP[LYHSVYÄN\YH[P]LZHJYPÄJL;OLZJHWLNVH[JV\SKSP[LYHSS`ILRPSSLKVYZPTWS`LQLJ[LKMYVT[OLJVTT\UP[`¶MVY
L_HTWSLILPUNÄYLKMYVT[OLJVTWHU`VYILPUNRPJRLKVMMVM[OLZWVY[Z[LHT
76
Kelly Brown Douglas. >OH[»Z-HP[O.V[[V+V^P[O0[&)SHJR)VKPLZ*OYPZ[PHU:V\SZ. (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2005), 57.
77
Kirk-Duggan, 35.
78
Brown Douglas, 56 quoting Girard, I See Satan Fall Like Lightning.
74
75
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Historical Evidence
Perhaps a few historical scenarios will help elucidate this concept and show
that scapegoating really is an effective social process. Take, for example, the
instance of the Black Plague spreading throughout all of Europe during the Middle
Ages. In reality, this spread of disease was largely due to common bacteria, yet
THU` TPUVYP[` WVW\SH[PVUZ ZWLJPÄJHSS` [OL 1L^Z HUK [OL PTWV]LYPZOLK ^LYL
burned to death for “causing” the outbreak. The fault was laid upon a group of
people who were outside the popular majority to prevent the society from turning
against itself in aggravation and fear.
Or think about scapegoating in light of the Holocaust. Germany was
L_WLYPLUJPUN^PKLZWYLHKLJVUVTPJJYPZPZ*P[PaLUZ^LYLÄNO[PUNLHJOV[OLYMVY
work to have the ability to support their families. So, when the Nazi’s pointed
the blame at the Jews, people turned their frustration on the Jews. The Jewish
people were corralled into concentration camps around the Nazi regime, and any
Arian caught associating with them (purporting their innocence) was immediately
silenced with equal punishment.
;OLTLJOHUPZTVMZJHWLNVH[PUNPZUV[W\YLS`H,\YVWLHUMHZOPVU"ÄUKPUNH
TVYL(TLYPJHUL_HTWSLKVLZUV[WYV]LKPMÄJ\S[PU[OLSLHZ[;OL¸9LK:JHYL¹PU
[OL<UP[LK:[H[LZPSS\Z[YH[LZ[OL.PYHYK»Z[OLVY`MYVTZ[HY[[VÄUPZO(TLYPJHHUK
Russia were in a race to have the most arms power, and when Russia’s knowledge
of the atomic bomb threatened to usurp America’s position as the world’s super
WV^LY [OL <: OHK [V ÄUK ZVTLVUL [V ISHTL ;OL ÄUNLY ^HZ WVPU[LK H[ [OL
(TLYPJHU JVTT\UPZ[ WHY[` HUK TVYL ZWLJPÄJHSS` ,[OLS HUK 1\SP\Z 9VZLUILYN
Those suspected of communism were put on trial, sent to prison, and often given
the death penalty.
All three of these accounts exemplify the power and real-world use that the
scapegoating mechanism holds. This is not a method that was only used in ancient
times before a government existed to dispense punishment as it was deserved.
Scapegoating has been and still is a practice used by people and nations all over
the globe to achieve peace in their community. In Girard’s words, “All those
unfortunates [the Jews, the poor, the communists] were the indirect victims of
internal tension brought about by epidemics of plague and other social disasters
for which their persecutors held them responsible.”79 In order to dissolve the
JVUÅPJ[HUKZWHYL[OLJVTT\UP[`ZVTLVULV\[ZPKLVM[OLWVW\SHYJ\S[\YLOHZ[V
ILZHJYPÄJLKVYJHZ[V\[VMZVJPL[`
79
Robert Hammerton-Kelly, ed. =PVSLU[6YNPUZ!9P[\HSHUK2PSSPUNPU*\S[\YHS-VYTH[PVU. (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
1987), 86.
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Scapegoating Myth
6U[OLZ\YMHJL[OPZHJ[VMZHJYPÄJLHWWLHYZL_[YHVYKPUHYPS`]PVSLU[/H]PUN
ZVTLVULÄYLKMYVT[OLPYZVSLZV\YJLVMPUJVTLZPTWS`ILJH\ZL`V\^LYLÄNO[PUN
V]LYHWYVTV[PVUWLYV\YVMÄJLL_HTWSLVYVUHUOPZ[VYPJHSUV[LISHTPUNHU
epidemic caused by bacteria on an entire people group does seem a bit extreme.
Why can people not just assume responsibility for their actions instead of passing
the blame until someone gets hurt? The answer to that question goes back to
Girard’s initial premise – that humans are not innately reasonable. They are
subject to blind passions and mimetic desire. Even still, one would think that the
utter violence of publicly killing an outsider would stop people in their tracks,
THRL[OLTYLHSPaL[OH[ZHJYPÄJPUNHUPUUVJLU[SPMLPZUV[[OLPKLHSZVS\[PVU[V[OLPY
WYVISLTZ:HJYPÄJLKVLZUV[HJ[\HSS`ZVS]L[OLWYVISLT"P[KPZZVS]LZ[OLJVUÅPJ[
until it cannot readily be recognized.
What is it, then, that keeps people coming back to the method of the
scapegoat? Why do individuals and societies not see the acts of brutality they are
perpetuating as violent? The answer lies in the paradoxical view of the scapegoat
that the perpetrators hold. Schwager illustrates this point more clearly by saying,
“The collective unloading of passion onto a scapegoat renders the victim sacred.
He or she appears simultaneously accursed and life-bearing.”80 While the
community truly believes the scapegoat is guilty of causing the crisis, they also see
[OLZHJYPÄJLKV\[ZPKLYHZHZH]PVYVMZVY[Z(M[LY[OLZHJYPÄJL[OLYP]HSZYLJVUJPSL
and peace is restored to the community. This paradox fosters a myth that surrounds
[OLZHJYPÄJL.PYHYKL_WSHPUZ¸4`[OPZH[L_[[OH[OHZILLUMHSZPÄLKI`[OLILSPLM
of the executioners in the guiltiness of their victim. Myths incorporate the point
of view of the community that has been reconciled to itself by the collective
murder and is unanimously convinced that this event was a legitimate and sacred
action.”81 Because peace has been restored to the community, the act which
brought about the calm is considered to be a legitimate action. Soon the memory
VM]PVSLUJLPZYLWSHJLKI`[OLILSPLM[OH[HQ\Z[PÄHISLHJ[PVU^HZ[HRLU[VYLZ[VYL
peace. By the time another crisis develops, the only memory that will exist is that
HSLNP[PTH[LZHJYPÄJLZH]LK[OLJVTT\UP[`;OPZ[OLUH\[OVYPaLZ[OLYLWL[P[PVUVM
[OPZZHJYPÄJPHSWYVJLZZ82:HJYPÄJLPZZLLUHZHSLNP[PTH[LTLHU[VTHPU[HPUVYKLY
in a society.
;OLYLHZVU[OH[HZJHWLNVH[PUNZHJYPÄJL^VYRZPZK\L[V[OLZHJYPÄJPHST`[O
80
81
82

Schwager, 46.
Girard. Things Hidden Since the Foundation of the World in Williams (1996), 150.
Heim, 42.
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that surrounds it. However, for the myth to be considered successful,83 certain
requirements must be met. First of all, the community has to be involved in a
mimetic crisis. The society must seem to be on the verge of collapse due to the
building tension of the rivalry. Secondly, the scapegoat must be a visible outsider.
In order for the community to shift the blame onto a scapegoat, the one chosen
must be someone who is not only outside of popular society, but one who is
obviously an outsider. In a sense, a scapegoat has to be recognized for living
JV\U[LY[V[OLJ\S[\YLMVYUV[Ä[[PUNPU;OPYKS`HSSVM[OLWLVWSLPU[OLJVTT\UP[`
must truly believe that the scapegoat is guilty. If someone dissents and claims that
the scapegoat is innocent, doubt could be cast in the mind of the crowd regarding
[OL [Y\L UH[\YL VM [OL JYPZPZ;OL ZHJYPÄJL ^V\SK [OLU UV[ YLZ[VYL WLHJL ^P[OPU
[OLZVJPL[`-PUHSS`L]LY`VULT\Z[ILHWHY[PJPWHU[PU[OLZHJYPÄJPHSWYVJLZZ;OL
violence must be initiated by the entire community, lest someone see the true
nature of the brutality instead of seeking to legitimate his or her violent actions
through the mythical paradox. No one commits homicide; everyone participates in
ZHJYPÄJL/LPTZ\TTHYPaLZ[OLZLYLX\PYLTLU[ZI`ZH`PUN¸:HJYPÄJLPZZ\JJLZZM\S
when no one takes the side of the suffering one, no one thinks that person is
innocent, no one withholds participation in the collective violence against the
person, no one considers his or her death a murder.”84
II. Girardian Theory and the Atonement
Jesus as Scapegoat
There are many parallels between Jesus’ death and the process of scapegoating
ZHJYPÄJL85 In fact, every requirement for a scapegoat is found present in the
.VZWLSZ»HJJV\U[VM[OLJY\JPÄ_PVU;OLTVZ[PTWVY[HU[HZWLJ[VM[OPZZJHWLNVH[PUN
process is the presence of widespread turmoil. A scapegoat is not necessary unless
the community is in crisis. There has to be so much tension boiling under the
surface that if one more thing goes wrong, the entire community will collapse on
itself. This type of tension is present in the gospels. During this time period, Israel
has been invaded by the Roman Empire. They have been allowed the freedom
of religion and the freedom to stay in their own country. However, their power
is not their own. The Jews are subject to a debilitating state tax in addition to the
mandatory offering to the temple. Often both the tax and offering were exacerbated
I` [OL JVSSLJ[PUN VMÄJPHSZ PU VYKLY [OH[ [OL` JV\SK THRL H WLYZVUHS WYVÄ[;OL
(Z\JJLZZM\ST`[O^V\SKILVUL^OPJOHSSV^Z[OLZHJYPÄJL[VYLZ[VYLWLHJL[V[OLJVTT\UP[`
Heim, 65.
85
Mark Heim painstakingly lays out the similarities between the death of Christ and Girard’s model of the scapegoat in pages
115-116 of his book, :H]LKMYVT:HJYPÄJL.
83
84
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people are poor and despairing, caught in a vicious cycle of shifting power; they
are losing their land, their dignity, and their way of life. Not only is there an
underlying desperation among the Israelites, but there is also a rivalry for power.
Israel had been a theocracy, a land whose temple was the religious authority and
political authority. However, with Rome stepping in, the political clout shifted
from the church to the Roman government. The power has been displaced and
taken out of the hands of the temple authority. All of these underlying political
and religious issues come to a head during Holy Week, a week of great religious
tradition for the Jewish people. The tension pervading the entire community that
T\Z[L_PZ[MVYHZJHWLNVH[[VILULLKLKPZTVZ[KLÄUP[LS`WYLZLU[PU0ZYHLS[OL^LLR
before Jesus’ death.
There is a rivalry between the Roman governmental authority and the religious
[LTWSL H\[OVYP[` ,HJO VM [OLT ULLKZ [V ÄUK ZVTLVUL [V ISHTL MVY HSS VM [OL
economic issues that are facing the Jewish nation. The priests cannot blame Rome,
lest Rome invade Israel by force and refuse to grant the people any freedoms.
Similarly, Rome cannot blame the temple for fear of a religious uprising against
the Roman authorities. They need a scapegoat, someone who is visible as an
outsider. Jesus is the perfect candidate. Through all of his traveling and preaching
in the temple, he is well-known and noticeable. Yet, because of his controversial
messages and peasant status, he is an outsider of popular culture.
With the scapegoat found and equally hated by both the Roman authorities
and Jewish leaders, all that is left is to convince the community as a whole that
Jesus is the root of the tensions in Israel. Both parties accuse Jesus of an evil of
extreme proportions; he must be perceived as a threat to the entire community.
The Romans charge him with sedition, the highest political crime86 while the
Jewish authorities indict him for blasphemy, the worst religious crime.87 The
authorities convince the populous that by committing these acts of treason against
the government and God, Jesus is a threat to the well-being of the entire community
and must be put to death.
There is unanimity among the crowd about crucifying Jesus. The entire
JVTT\UP[`JHSSZMVYOPZKLH[OÄYTS`ILSPL]PUN[OH[OLPZN\PS[`VM[OLJYPTLZOL
was accused of. Even his own followers were silenced by the crowd. Peter denied
Christ three times for fear that if he dissented from the masses, he too would be
JY\JPÄLK88 No one proclaims the innocence of Jesus. In fact, Jesus himself says
86
87
88

Luke 23:2.
Matthew 26:65-66
Mark 14:67-71.
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nothing in his own defense. Everyone seems to be united in hostility toward the
scapegoat.
;OLÄUHSWPLJLVM[OLZJHWLNVH[PUNWYVJLZZPZHJHST[OH[KLZJLUKZ\WVU[OL
JVTT\UP[`(M[LY[OLJY\JPÄ_PVU[OLJYV^K^OVOV\YZILMVYL^HZOVZ[PSLHUK
literally screaming for the death of Christ, is peaceful and quiet. No one steps
forward to condemn the death of an innocent man because everyone believes
[OLJY\JPÄ_PVU^HZQ\Z[PÄLK(UKHS[OV\NO[OLMVSSV^LYZVM*OYPZ[Z[PSSTHPU[HPULK
that he was innocent, they are altogether too dejected and fearful of the mob
to propose an alternative meaning to his death. Because peace returned to the
society, the scapegoat is held in a paradoxical place – simultaneously demonized
HUKKLPÄLK
Jesus as Anti-myth
James Alison traces the process of the scapegoat in the Gospels by saying,
“The New Testament is exactly the same as all other myths of our planet: a time of
crisis, an attempt to save the situation by producing the unanimous expulsion of a
victim, and then the semi-legalized lynching of that victim.”89 A new atonement
theory can be proposed due to the fact that everything necessary for a scapegoating
ZHJYPÄJLPZWYLZLU[PU[OL.VZWLSZ4HYR/LPTL_WSHPUZP[[OPZ^H`!¸(SS[OLWPLJLZ
[of scapegoating] are ]PZPIS` in place….The passion narratives…highlight what is
always in the shadow: the innocence of the scapegoat, the arbitrary and unjust
^H`[OL]PJ[PTOHZILLUZLSLJ[LK[OL\S[LYPVYW\YWVZLZZHJYPÄJLL_PZ[Z[VZLY]L¹90
9LTLTILY[OLT`[OVM[OLZHJYPÄJLOPUNLZVU[OLN\PS[VM[OLZJHWLNVH[5VVUL
senses the innocence of the victim so no one sees the act of violence as unjust.
This is why the New Testament account of Jesus is so powerful – it declares the
innocence of Jesus by simultaneously uncovering the myth of scapegoating.
>OLU H ZJHWLNVH[PUN ZHJYPÄJL PZ Z\JJLZZM\S WLHJL PZ [LTWVYHYPS` YLZ[VYLK
^OPJOSLNP[PTH[LZ[OLHJ[VMZHJYPÄJL/V^L]LYPU[OLJHZLVM1LZ\Z»ZHJYPÄJLH
false peace existed only until the resurrection when a new community, which
openly proclaimed the innocence of Jesus, was developed – the church. In
Heim’s opinion, “The cross decisively demonstrates God’s opposition to this
way of solving human division.”91 God does not want to legitimate the act of
ZJHWLNVH[PUN ZHJYPÄJL ILJH\ZL P[ JVYY\W[Z .VK»Z PU[LU[PVU MVY JVTT\UP[` :V
YH[OLY[OHUJVUKVUPUN[OLHJ[VMZJHWLNVH[PUN.VKYLM\ZLK[VSL[1LZ\Z»ZHJYPÄJL
89
90
91

James Alison. 9HPZPUN(ILS!;OL9LJV]LY`VM,ZJOH[VSVNPJHS0THNPUH[PVU. (New York: Crossroad Publishers, 1996), 23.
Heim, 116.
Heim, 193.
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IL¸Z\JJLZZM\S¹PU[OLL`LZVM[OL^VYSK.VKYHPZLK1LZ\ZMYVT[OLKLHKPUHÄUHS
act of condemning and revealing scapegoating by proving Jesus’ innocence. It’s
no wonder, then, why Jesus said “Peace I leave with you. My peace I give to you.
I do not give to you as the world gives.”92 Jesus was offering an eternal peace,
not a temporary peace as the result of scapegoating. The church, a community
founded in Christ, believes that Jesus came to offer a complete, everlasting peace
^P[OV\[[OLULLKMVYHZHJYPÄJLL]LY``LHYHZ^HZKVULPU[OL1L^PZO[YHKP[PVU
1LZ\ZJHTL[VLUK[OLYLSPHUJLVUZHJYPÄJLI`VMMLYPUNWLHJLHUKJVTT\UP[`PU
earthly relationships as well as the God-human relationship without the need for
suffering.
III. Girardian Critique
In looking at the death of Christ from the perspective of a woman, we stated
two criteria that must be met when searching for a new theory of atonement. First,
[OL[OLVY`T\Z[ILIPISPJHSHUKZLJVUK[OL[OLVY`T\Z[HMÄYT[OLSPMLVM^VTLU
Both measures are equally important; we cannot accept an atonement theory that
meets one standard and not the other. So now we have to ask ourselves if this new
theory of Jesus as a “failed scapegoat” meets these two conditions.
Biblical Origins
Although Girard’s theory of atonement is a fairly recent development in
modern theology93 it still has strong roots in the biblical origins of atonement. For
Girard, the fact that the Old Testament literature is riddled with violent narratives94
is God beginning the process of uncovering the brutality of the scapegoat. The
biblical text does not mince words when discussing violent acts. In the words of
Gil Bailie, “These are obviously troubled texts, but what troubles them is truth.
Myths exist to spare us the trouble.”95 Unlike the misunderstanding that must
accompany myth, the Bible is very clear about the violence that was perpetrated
by and against the nation of Israel. Mark Heim explains this concept more clearly
in the following passage:
What is violence doing in the bible? It is showing us the nature of
[OLTPTL[PJJVUÅPJ[[OH[[OYLH[LUZ[VKLZ[YV`O\THUJVTT\UP[`0[PZ
ZOV^PUN\Z[OLYLSPNPV\ZK`UHTPJVMZJHWLNVH[PUNZHJYPÄJL[OH[HYPZLZ
John 14:27.
.PYHYKW\ISPZOLKOPZÄYZ[IVVRVUTPTLZPZHUKZJHWLNVH[PUNPU 
“Violence plays a prominent role in the Old Testament books. They contain over six hundred passages that explicitly talk
about nations, kings, or individuals attacking, destroying, and killing others... The authors do not hesitate to speak of unrestrained
violence.” Schwager, 47.
95
Gil Bailie, Violence Unveiled in Heim, 67.
92
93
94
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to allay such crisis. It is letting us hear the voices of the persecuted
victims….It is showing God’s judgment (even violent judgment) against
violence, and most particularly, God’s siding with the outcast victims
of scapegoating persecution. The Old Testament is antimyth.96
Violence is visible just as God’s siding with the victims is clearly visible as
well. God is against scapegoating violence from the beginning. In order to see
this played out more fully, it will be useful to trace Girard’s thought through the
entirety of the biblical text.
In the Beginning
(S[OV\NO[OLÄYZ[HJ[ZVM]PVSLUJLVJJ\YVUS`JOHW[LYZPU[V[OLIPISPJHS[L_[
it is important to note that the act of creation was entirely non-violent. As Heim
says, “the Genesis creation accounts are a striking exception to the prevalence of
violence in the Bible…At this crucial point the bible insists that the true origin is
a nonviolent one.”97 The violence that seems chronic to human nature was not
originally part of God’s plan. The recurring need for scapegoating did not become
a part of society until after what is commonly referred to as “the fall of man.”
.LULZPZYLJV\U[Z[OLÄYZ[¸ZPU¹^OPJOPZHSZV[OLÄYZ[PUZ[HUJLVMTPTL[PJKLZPYL
and blame-shifting. Raymund Schwager is quick to point out that, according to
the biblical text, Eve does not desire the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil until after the serpent suggested it.98 Once the fruit was seen as desirable
to someone else, it became worthy of Eve’s attention, and likewise for Adam. This
original “sin” of mimetic rivalry which led to blame-shifting and expulsion from
the garden laid the groundwork for the scapegoating violence that is so prevalent
throughout the Hebrew Scriptures.
Rival Relationships
;OLÄYZ[HJ[VM]PVSLUJLYLJVYKLKPU[OLIPISPJHS[L_[[HRLZWSHJLVUS`]LYZLZ
after Adam and Eve have been banished from the garden in the account of Cain
and Abel. The two are brothers who both offer some of the fruits of their labor
]LNL[H[PVUMYVT*HPUHUPTHSZHJYPÄJLMYVT(ILS[V.VK)V[OIYV[OLYZWYV]PKL
an offering to the Lord, yet only Abel receives a blessing. This creates some mimetic
rivalry between the brothers. Cain desires God’s blessing as well, and his jealousy
VM(ILS»ZZ\JJLZZX\PJRS`LZJHSH[LZ[VH]PVSLU[[LUKLUJ`;OLÄYZ[TPTL[PJYP]HSY`

96
97
98

Heim, 103.
Heim, 70.
Schwager, 79.
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SLHKZ[V[OLÄYZ[HJ[VM]PVSLUJL¶HWYLTLKP[H[LKT\YKLY>OH[THU`ZJOVSHYZÄUK
strange is the ending to this story. Rather than God invoking a heavy punishment
on Cain for slaying his brother, God instead puts a mark on Cain to protect him
from anyone who desires to murder him. Why would God protect rather than
W\UPZO[OLWLYWL[YH[VYVM[OL]LY`ÄYZ[]PVSLU[HJ[VMOPZ[VY`&(JJVYKPUN[V.PYHYK
“This is the establishment of a differential system, which serves, as always, to
KPZJV\YHNLTPTL[PJYP]HSY`HUKNLULYHSPaLKJVUÅPJ[¹99 God put a mark on Cain
to prevent a cycle of violence from occurring. This was God’s way of saying from
the very beginning that violence is not a solution to problems
*HPUHUK(ILSHYLVUS`[OLÄYZ[VMTHU`ZL[ZVMIYV[OLYZ^OVOH]LHYP]HSY`
that is solved only through expulsion of some sort. The accounts of Jacob and
Esau as well as Joseph and his brothers both tell stories of mimetic rivalry which is
on a course destined for violence. In the story of Jacob and Esau, mimetic desire
plays a large part in the rivalry between the two brothers. Both wish to receive
the blessing and birthright from their father. When Jacob gets what Esau cannot
have, Esau’s anger quickly turns to violent rage as he plots to kill his brother.100
The only way for this rivalry to be absolved, is for one brother to remove himself
from the situation. Similarly, in the case of Joseph, his siblings were quite jealous
of the attention he received from their father. Both parties, Joseph and his brothers,
desired something that was of limited quantity – their father’s interest. In order to
resolve this crisis, Joseph was expelled from the family when his brothers sold
him into slavery. What is important to note in both of these instances is that
God provides a hand of protection over those that have been banished from, or
ZHJYPÄJLKMVY[OLPYJVTT\UP[`;OL[OLTL[OH[LTHUH[LZMYVT.VK»ZHJ[PVUPZVUL
that says more violence is not the answer. God is consistently acting in ways to
halt more violent activity from occurring.
Rivalries are not simply limited to jealous sets of brothers. In fact, one of the
clearest examples of mimetic rivalry is the account of Sarah and Hagar in Genesis
16 and 21. Sarah is unable to conceive a child so she gives her handmaiden, Hagar,
to her husband in order that she might have a child through her servant. However,
according to the text, after Hagar conceived she began to “despise her mistress.”101
The two were engaged in a mimetic rivalry for status within the household. This
YP]HSY`SLK:HYHO[VTPZ[YLH[/HNHY[V[OLWVPU[[OH[/HNHYÅLK[OLMHTPS`PUMLHYMVY
her own safety. The biblical text seems to be full of narratives which tell of rivalries
99

Girard. Things Hidden Since the Foundation of the World in Williams (1996), 148.
Genesis 27:41.
Genesis 16:4-5.
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leading to violent behavior. However, God is on the side of the victim as the angle
of the Lord meets Hagar in the dessert and comforts her. Once again God is on the
side of the one who is cast out of the community attempting to put an end to they
way humans solve societal problems through violence.
Community Rules
Another example of God standing against scapegoating violence is found
in Exodus when God gives the Israelites the Ten Commandments.102 If the Ten
Commandments are examined closely, it is obvious that these rules are forms
VM I\PSKPUN HUK THPU[HPUPUN H JVTT\UP[`>OPSL [OL ÄYZ[ MV\Y JVTTHUKTLU[Z
state rules for living in relation to God, the last six dictate regulations for living
PU JVTT\UP[` ^P[O V[OLY WLVWSL VU LHY[O  4VYL ZWLJPÄJHSS` [OL SHZ[ Ä]L
commandments are actually instructions given in an effort to prevent the use of the
scapegoat mechanism as a way to solve social problems. The commands against
stealing, adultery and coveting are all related to the concept of mimetic desire. If
you do not desire what someone else desires, whether that be an object, a spouse,
or an authority position, mimetic rivalry will not be an issue threatening to swallow
the community. The addition of “do not bear false witness” conveys the message
about false victim blame. Placing the guilt on to the head of an innocent scapegoat
PZZWLJPÄJHSS`JVUKLTULKI`.VK5V[[VTLU[PVU[OLISH[HU[JVTTHUKHNHPUZ[
murder. The entire process of the scapegoat mechanism is forbidden in the Ten
Commandments.
However, the rules for community building do not stop after “the Big Ten,”
rather they continue several more chapters into the book of Exodus. Rules for
responding to personal injuries as well as maintaining distance from other religious
J\S[\YLZÄSS[OLUL_[ZL]LYHSWHNLZVMIPISPJHS[L_[>OLU[OVZLY\SLZHYLL_HTPULK
closely, it is clear once again that God is oppositional to cycles of violence. Exodus
21:23-26103 is often a passage that people turn to when claiming God is a violent,
bloodthirsty God who condones violence. However, upon closer look it seems
this passage of “eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth” limits rather than legitimates
violence. God knows man has a propensity towards escalating violence, so God
places a strict limit on the desire for revenge. If someone hits you, you cannot
kill him or gorge out an eye; your anger must stop at hitting back. The more one
retaliates, the more this cycle of violence will perpetuate itself as revenge will
Exodus 20, Deuteronomy 5.
Exodus 21:23-26: “But if there is a serious injury, you are to take a life for a life, eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth, hand for a
hand, foot for a foot, burn for a burn, wound for a wound, bruise for a bruise.”

102
103
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continue to be acted out on both parties until it ends in death. God is ordering a
stop to that cycle at a certain point, refusing the sequence to escalate to murder.
A second passage that shows God preempting violence is found in Exodus
23:32-33.104([ÄYZ[NSHUJLP[HWWLHYZ[OPZWHZZHNLPZQ\Z[.VKILPUNHQLHSV\Z.VK
refusing to let his people worship a foreign divinity. However, Schwager describes
the situation this way: “Against mimesis, the Old Testament pits faithfulness….Israel
has to choose between mimesis of foreign gods and faithfulness to its own Lord.”105
Girard’s theory would argue that God is preventing mimetic rivalry between the
Israelites and neighboring peoples. Rather than becoming like another tribe and
beginning to desire the things they desire, God’s people were commissioned to be
different, to be faithful to their own divinity and none other.
:HJYPÄJL
Throughout the history of Israel there are several instances where God is
ZLLUZ[HUKPUNHNHPUZ[[OLWYVJLZZVMZJHWLNVH[PUNZHJYPÄJLHZ[OLYLZ\S[VMTPTL[PJ
YP]HSY`6ULPZ[OLHJ[\HSPUZ[P[\[PVUVMHUPTHSZHJYPÄJLPU[OLIVVRVM3L]P[PJ\Z
Rather than allowing people to direct their blame and violent urges toward other
O\THUZ .VK LZ[HISPZOLK H Z`Z[LT VM HUPTHS ZHJYPÄJL MVY [OL WLVWSL VM 0ZYHLS
;OLZHJYPÄJLZ^LYLPUZ[P[\[LK[V[HRL[OLWH`TLU[MVYIYLHRPUNVULVM[OLY\SLZ
established in Exodus – rules we have already established as regulations for limiting
TPTL[PJYP]HSY`3L]P[PJHSZHJYPÄJL^HZVULÄUHS^H`[VYLZ[YPJ[[OLZJHWLNVH[PUN
violence of the people of Israel lest it overtake the community.

;OLZL ZHJYPÄJLZ HSZV ZLY]LK HZ H ^H` [V Z\I[S` L_WVZL [OL ZPU VM
ZJHWLNVH[PUN]PVSLUJL:WLJPÄJHSS`[OLUHYYH[P]LPU3L]P[PJ\ZJSLHYS`L_WSHPUZ
[OLWYVJLZZVMZJHWLNVH[PUN[OYV\NOHUPTHSZHJYPÄJLZ106 First, the priest places all
of the sins of the community on the head of the goat just as a society lays blame
for the crisis completely at the feet of the scapegoat. Then the goat is sent into the
desert just as a scapegoat is entirely removed from the community. Not only has
God instituted a practice to prevent the act of human scapegoating, but God also
ILNPUZ[V\UJV]LY[OLZHJYPÄJPHSWYVJLZZ[OH[ZVJPL[PLZ\ZL[VZVS]LWYVISLTZ
Prophets

<UMVY[\UH[LS` [OPZ WYVJLZZ VM HUPTHS ZHJYPÄJL ^HZ \UZ\JJLZZM\S PU
WYL]LU[PUNTLUMYVTLUNHNPUNPUTPTL[PJYP]HSY`HUKZJHWLNVH[PUNZHJYPÄJL(
brief example can be found in the stories of the Kings of Israel. In the narrative of
King Saul and David, Saul desires the attention and status that David has gained
Exodus 23:32-33: “Do not make a covenant with [foreign people] or their gods. Do not let them live in your land, or they will
cause you to sin against me, because the worship of their gods will certainly be a snare for you.”
Schwager,112.
106
Leviticus 16:20-22.
104

105
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from slaying the giant Philistine, Goliath. His mimetic desire leads him to attempt
to murder David multiple times, though, due to God’s protection of David, Saul’s
attempts ultimately fail.107 Due to this account, and many more like it, God sent
the prophets to warn the people of their sin of scapegoating violence.
In reading the books of the prophets, it seems clear that these men
understood the actions that propelled the process of scapegoating. Passages such
as Hosea 4:2 and Micah 7:2108 illustrate the prophets understanding of escalating
violence. Isaiah in particular calls out the process of scapegoating by saying,
“Their feet run to evil and they make haste to shed innocent blood.”109 Human
sin quickly escalates into violence which can engulf the entire community and
“require” a scapegoat. Murder and innocent bloodshed are the constant end-game
to social misdeeds. Through the prophets, God is once again taking a stand to this
solution to social problems.

(UV[OLYWHZZHNL[OH[WSHJLZ.VKPUVWWVZP[PVU[VZHJYPÄJLPZ/VZLH!
^OPJOZH`Z¸-VY0KLZPYLZ[LHKMHZ[SV]LHUKUV[ZHJYPÄJL[OLRUV^SLKNLVM.VK
rather than burnt offerings.” Schwager interprets this passage through a Girardian
SLUZPUZH`PUN¸:HJYPÄJLZILSVUN[V[OLYLHSTVM]PVSLUJL6WWVZLK[V[OH[YLHST
stands the kingdom of love and knowledge of God.”110 This is what the prophets
were tasked to communicate to the people of Israel: a true knowledge of God calls
V\[HNHPUZ[[OLWYVJLZZVMZJHWLNVH[PUNZHJYPÄJL
Gospels
Ultimately, the prophets were unable to turn the hearts of the people of
Israel away from violence and toward the love of God. Therefore God took one
more drastic measure to eradicate the scapegoat mechanism once and for all – God
sent Jesus to overcome the power of scapegoating. Through their explicit detail,
the passion narratives serve to undermine the power of scapegoating violence
by uncovering the myth and innocence of the victim. According to Girard, “This
mechanism is nowhere to be found more visible than in the gospels…. Here
everything is found black and white, and even in four different texts at the same
time. For the fundamental mechanism of violence to be effective, it has to remain
hidden. But here it is completely unmasked.”111 The authors of the gospels defy
the power that the scapegoating mechanism has held over society.
A detail that illustrates this point is the ripping of the temple curtain.
According to Heim, “The rending of the curtain in the temple, the screen behind
1 Samuel 18-19.
Hosea 4:2 “There is swearing, lying, killing, stealing, and committing adultery: they break all bounds and murder follows murder.”
Micah 7:2 “The godly man has perished from the earth and there is none upright among men; they all lie in wait for blood...”
109
Isaiah 59:7.
110
Schwager, 88.
111
Girard in Schwager.
107
108
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^OPJO [OL TVZ[ ZHJYLK YP[\HS ZHJYPÄJL PZ VMMLYLK JSLHYS` TLHUZ [V PTWS` ZVTL
\U]LPSPUNVM[OLZHJYPÄJPHSWYHJ[PJL¹112 Jesus’ death did unveil the evil found in
ZHJYPÄJL;OL KLZ[Y\J[PVU VM [OL J\Y[HPU ZPTWS` M\Y[OLY LTWOHZPaLZ [OL W\YWVZL
behind the death of Christ.
Paul and Hebrews
Paul is no exception to this theme of God standing against scapegoating
violence. This is seen nowhere more clearly than in the account of his conversion
on the road to Damascus. Before encountering Jesus, Paul was in the practice of
persecuting the new Christians. Acts 9:1 describes him as “breathing murderous
threats against the Lord’s disciples.” He was engaged in societal scapegoating,
blaming the Church for the unrest between the Jews and Romans. However,
after meeting Jesus on his way to Damascus, his heart is changed and rather than
persecuting new believers, he served as a tool to encourage them. As inspirational
as this story may be, it is the way in which Paul encounters Christ that is most
PTWVY[HU[>OLU 7H\S HZRZ ^OV OL ZWLHRPUN ^P[O VU [OL YVHK 1LZ\Z PKLU[PÄLZ
himself with those he is persecuting. As Heim explains it, “For Paul, to accept Jesus
is to be converted from scapegoating persecution to identify with those against
whom he practiced it.”113 Jesus reveals himself as the innocent victim whom the
scapegoating mechanism murdered in the hunt for peace. Paul was converted as
the myth of the scapegoat was revealed as false.
The book of Hebrews also serves to connect Jesus with the persecuted victims
I`¸THWWPUN[OLJY\JPÄ_PVUHNHPUZ[[OL`LHYS`ZHJYPÄJPHSYP[\HSVMH[VULTLU[MVY
sin at the temple.”114/LIYL^ZWHPU[Z1LZ\ZUV[Q\Z[HZHUV[OLYZHJYPÄJLI\[HZ
[OLZHJYPÄJL[VLUKZHJYPÄJL/LLUK\YLK[OLTLJOHUPZTVM[OLZJHWLNVH[H[[OL
OHUKZVM[OLWLVWSLUV[[VWLYWL[\H[LP[`LHYHM[LY`LHYSPRL[OL[LTWSLZHJYPÄJLZ
but to overcome it once and for all.
Biblical Theory
In the words of Schwager, “It should be obvious that Girard’s theory
furnishes a very useful hermeneutic for seeing the biblical writings in a new light,
and for acquiring a better understanding of the inner unity of the great theme of
the Old and New Testament.”115 From the brief summary of text that has been
provided, it is easy to see that this theory for understanding the atonement can
be traced through the entirety of the Bible, connecting the visible violence of
the Old Testament to the merciful, loving God in the New Testament. In fact,
Heim, 127.
Heim, 139.
Heim, 194.
115
Schwager, 228.
112
113
114
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HSS VM [OL IPISPJHS [L_[Z [OH[ ^LYL PUÅ\LU[PHS PU ZOHWPUN [OL JSHZZPJHS H[VULTLU[
[OLVYPLZ¶6SK;LZ[HTLU[ZHJYPÄJLHUKWYVWOL[Z[OL.VZWLSZ7H\SHUK[OLIVVR
of Hebrews – are also formative in Girard’s own understanding of the atonement.
0[ZLLTZ[OH[[OPZ[OLVY`PZNYV\UKLKPUIPISPJHS[L_[TLHUPUNP[TLL[Z[OLÄYZ[VM
our two criteria in our search for a non-violent theory of the atonement.
3PML(MÄYTPUN
The second criterion an atonement theory must meet according to our
Z[HUKHYKZ PZ [OH[ [OL [OLVY` T\Z[ HMÄYT [OL SPML L_WLYPLUJL VM ^VTLU >L»]L
already established that the theory is biblical; its roots are deeply embedded in
the biblical tradition. However, is this new theory able to proclaim the saving
power of Christ while renouncing the redemptive power of suffering? The answer
is a resounding yes. Jesus came not to perpetuate the process of scapegoating, but
[VJVUKLTUP[;OYV\NOOPZYLZ\YYLJ[PVUOL\UJV]LYLK[OLT`[OVMZHJYPÄJLHUK
WYV]LKVUJLHUKMVYHSS[OH[]PVSLUJLPZUV[ZHS]PÄJ+LH[OPZ[OLW\UPZOTLU[MVY
sin, not the payment for salvation.116

4HU`^VTLUPUZP[\H[PVUZVMKVTLZ[PJ]PVSLUJLÄUKYLHZVUZ[VISHTL
themselves. Dinner wasn’t on the table on time; I deserved that beating. It’s
T`MH\S[[OH[OLPZZVHUNY`"0JV\SKU»[RLLW[OLIHIPLZX\PL[ Thoughts such as
those can be extremely dangerous and detrimental for a battered woman. It is
participating in victim blame, which is exactly the type of blame that perpetuates
scapegoating. In the words of Christine Gurdorf, “it is important that Christians
probe this question of if, and when, victim-blaming can ever be legitimate, since
we know from the cross that not all victims are blameworthy.”117 This theology of
the cross condemns blaming an innocent victim, which is exceptionally relevant
for abused women.
Furthermore, this new theory of atonement condemns passive suffering
HZ ^LSS HZ ]PJ[PTISHTL /LPT Z[H[LZ ¸;V Z\ITP[ WHZZP]LS` [V [OL ZHJYPÄJPHS
mechanism would do nothing to change it. Jesus did not submit passively. He
condemned victimization of the innocent.”118<USPRL[OL4VYHS0UÅ\LUJL[OLVY`
which paints Jesus as a passive acceptor of his fate, Girard’s theory tells of Jesus
harshly condemning the way the world has corrupted community. Jesus does not
quietly accept his abuse in hopes of changing the hearts of his abusers. Rather,
he publicly denounces the violence and calls out this violent method of problem
solving.
Arguably the most important aspect of this atonement theory as it concerns

116
117
118

Romans 3:23.
Christine Gurdorf. =PJ[PTPaH[PVU!,_HTPUPUN*OYPZ[PHU*VTWSPJP[`. (Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1992), 76.
Heim, 195.
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the life of battered women is the fact that redemptive violence is condemned. In
overcoming the scapegoat mechanism, Jesus professes that violence and suffering
do not bring real peace or salvation. Brutality is not a way to solve problems.
;OPZHMÄYTZ[OLZHUJ[P[`VMH^VTHU»ZSPMLHUK\USPRL[OL[YHKP[PVUHS[OLVYPLZVM
atonement, encourages her to seek a way out of a situation of abuse.
Mark Heim summarizes this atonement theory well by saying, “God breaks
the grip of the scapegoating by stepping into the place of a victim, becoming a
]PJ[PT^OVJHUUV[ILOPKKLUVYT`[OVSVNPaLK.VKHJ[ZUV[[VHMÄYT[OLZ\MMLYPUN
of the innocent once as the price of peace, but to reverse it.”119 Although Jesus
steps into the shoes of a victim, that does not mean that suffering and violence
are condoned or encouraged. Rather it is entirely the opposite. In exposing the
futility of the scapegoating mechanism, the death of Christ condemns suffering as
a redemptive or reconciling act.
Conclusion: Redeeming the Atonement
Despite the many theories that surround the death of Christ, Christians are
often quick to align themselves with a theology of the cross. Heim is quick to point
out, “The church has not been mistaken to place itself under the sign of the cross,
uncomfortable as it is to live in that shadow. There is truth there, profound and
ZH]PUNI\[HSZVWHYHKV_PJHSHUKKPMÄJ\S[¹120 Heim’s explanation of the cross as a
paradox is an important one. For some, the atonement is good – communicating
worth, value and compassion. Yet for others, the cross is oppressive – legitimating
abuse and victimization. So how are we supposed to account for the good, the
bad, and the ugly of a theology that is at the very core of the Christian tradition?
Because traditional theories of atonement explain Jesus’ death as a gift
MYVT.VKTHU`PUKP]PK\HSZÄUKZLSM^VY[OPUH[OLVSVN`VM[OLJYVZZ;OLMHJ[
[OH[ .VK ^HZ ^PSSPUN [V ZHJYPÄJL *OYPZ[ ZOV^Z [OL PTTLUZL SV]L VM H *YLH[VY
for his or her own creation. To once again quote Mark Heim: “[Some] see an
\UL_WLJ[LKHUKL_[YHVYKPUHY`HMÄYTH[PVUVM[OLPYPUKP]PK\HS^VY[O;OH[*OYPZ[
[OH[.VK^HZ^PSSPUN[VZ\MMLYHUKKPLZWLJPÄJHSS`MVY[OLTPZHTLZZHNLVMOVWL
and self-respect.”121 This interpretation of the cross gives individuals a sense of
identity. And it has, on occasion, centered a battered woman so fully in the love of
God that she is able to recognize the injustice of her situation and remove herself
from the violence in her own home. However, more often than not, the other side
of the paradox is seen. Rather than encouraging compassion for the persecuted,
the cross has been used as a tool of oppression and a legitimation of violence.122
Heim, 194.
Heim, 7.
Heim, 31.
122
Heim, 32-33.
119
120
121
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As stated earlier, many women see the atonement as the reason to remain in their
situations of abuse, rather than a reason to leave.
Not only is the atonement a paradox, including both positive and
negative elements, but it is also the doctrine at the heart of Christianity. We cannot
just abandon the concept of the cross; that would be tantamount to forsaking the
entire Christian faith. Yet at the same time, it is also obvious that many theories of
the atonement have been complicit in many situations of oppression, particularly
in legitimating the victimization of battered women. Since we cannot, and do not
KLZPYL[V[OYV^V\[HKVJ[YPULVM[OLJYVZZP[PZPTWVY[HU[[OH[^LÄUKHUL^^H`
of conceptualizing the death of Christ that can remain true to the faith as well as
women’s experiences.
Where the traditional theories of atonement condone suffering as
redemptive, legitimating the violence endured by battered women, the theory
Girard proposes refutes that claim. He argues that the death of Christ was an act
of opposition to seeing violence as a way of solving social crises. In this way,
.PYHYK»Z[OLVY`VMH[VULTLU[HMÄYTZ[OLZHUJ[P[`VMH^VTHU»ZIVK`HZP[YLM\[LZ
the redemptive qualities of suffering.

/V^L]LY [OL KPMÄJ\S[` MVY HU` [OLVY` VM H[VULTLU[ PZ [V YLTHPU [Y\L
to the paradox of the cross.123 A theology of the cross must still encourage
compassion and offer an understanding of self-worth. It must still be a theology of
salvation. Girard’s theory does just that. It maintains the value found in the cross
^OPSLULNH[PUN[OLOHYTM\SPUÅ\LUJLZ(JJVYKPUN[V/LPT¸B.PYHYK»ZDWLYZWLJ[P]L
YLHMÄYTZ [YHKP[PVUHS JVU]PJ[PVUZ VU [OL ZH]PUN ZPNUPÄJHUJL VM [OL JYVZZ HUK
orthodox views of Jesus’ divinity, [while] it just as strongly condemns much of the
church’s theology and practice as distorted.”124 This theory of Jesus as overcoming
[OLZJHWLNVH[TLJOHUPZTIV[OHMÄYTZ[OLIPISPJHS[OLVSVN`VMZHS]H[PVU[OYV\NO
Jesus and denounces the negative ways in which this theory has been used to
purport violence. Paradox intact, Girard’s theory of atonement is a way to view the
cross that holds true to both the Christian tradition and to experiences of battered
women.

123
124

Heim, 192.
Heim, 14.
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